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About This Game

Flip is a a puzzle game for your eyes and your brain. It has a simple and easy to understand mechanic, but the possible
combinations on each puzzle will require deep thinking to solve them in the minimum number of moves. Play just to chill out or

to exercise your brain.

It contains four puzzle types designed to challenge your perception in different ways:

Simple: match the colors in as few moves as possible.

Sided: match both colors and orientations.

Wired: untangle the puzzle! Follow the cable to find the correct position.

Image: reconstruct the image form the broken parts.

Puzzles are solved by matching the correct order for the pieces. Each solved puzzle earns stars, which are used to unlock further
levels and puzzle types.
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Some puzzles types require you to pay attention not only to the colors and symbols, but also to the orientation of the pieces.
Others types will provide different visual clues.

There are 25 Achievements to unlock, you will need to master all puzzles and levels to collect them.
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Title: Flip
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Perro Electrico
Publisher:
Perro Electrico
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2016
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English,German,Italian,French,Russian
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Meh, this is not a game with reachable achievements but rather achievements with a bit of nonsense around it. Avoid this crap..
While the graphics are good and most of the puzzles are fun, there are a few that are so annoying that i wouldn't recommend the
game.. I have had to rage quit it a few times, since it actually gets so annoying you have no choice but to just walk away... This
is a good game, I love the music, for 20 cents I think it was worth it. Though that last level was a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I've had this on my wishlist for a while just waiting until I got a couple games that this
supports and my god does it make a difference. Even in jsut Payday 2 I went from "Eh this is an alright game" to "I'll play this
for at least 100 hrs".

Pros:
- Combats motion sickess (for some people)
- Enhances immersion
- Easy to use and set up
- Can have different profiles for games
- Developers are extremely responsive and involved in the community
- Tracker support will allow you to "jog/walk in place". There is a youtube video from the developers showing this.
- Good price

"Cons":
- VR becomes life

Lots of love to Myou for transparent development progress and plans even when you run into snags!. cute game. puzzles are
challenging enough. (i actually had to look up hints). a little annoying to swap fishes back and forth. but overall, it was fun, if
you like these kinds of puzzle games. i did not play the first fish fillet game. this second one seems to have better, more colorful
graphics.. Relatively nice game to kill time though there are several bugs and few online players.. Neon Space 2 is a nice little
inexpensive puzzler. The core mechanic relies on understanding momentum to navigate mazes and avoid obstacles, but there are
a few special powers which keep things interesting. Each level is short, which makes this ideal for something to occupy a few
spare minutes. There are a couple of minor issues with the game; most notably, the difficulty curve is all over the place, with
hard levels followed by strings of easy ones and vice versa. Also, the music won't be to everyone's taste. Still, for the price I
think it offers decent value.. Out of the 119 games I own, this is definitely one of the best games.. Bought the game and
downloaded it before I realised I needed a controller to play. Waste of money.. fun, fast and hard
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Panda Space Marines, need I say more?. Ever wanted to just slap this guy with a massive dong? Now you can!. Its a pretty fun
PVE game but i recommend playing it with some friends. If you are a solo player this game may not be for you. Great game.
Difficult, so don't get it if you don't like hard games. Amazing music, great art, perfect level of challenging. And to top it all off,
its only $1. GET DISPERSIO. Although it flies nice it's disappointing when you realise that this is an older Carenado model,
they have come a long way since they did this plane. Sounds are meh, graphics are showing some age on intruments. Realism in
the cockpit is lacking somewhat. I was not sure if I would recommend or not but seeing as I enjoy flying the machine i decided
to actually give it a thumbs up. Be aware though that it's not Carenados best.
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